Curriculum Overview for Oaks Years 1 and 2 Autumn 2018
Reading

Writing

Spoken Language

Apply phonic knowledge and skills to
Know how to spell common exception
decode words .Phase 3 and 4
words
Develop pleasure in reading, motivation Apply simple spelling rules
to read, vocabulary and understanding. Write from memory simple sentences
Understand both the books that they can dictated by the teacher that include words
already read accurately and fluently
taught so far.
and those that they listen to.
Handwriting:
Discuss books, poems and other works that Revise and practise correct letter formation.
are read aloud and independently,
Teach joined style as soon as letters are
taking turns and listening to others’
secure formed with the correct orientation
opinions.
Use both familiar and new punctuation.
Explain and discuss understanding of
Develop sentence construction.
books, poems and other material, both
those read aloud and those read
independently

Talk about forests, animals,
communities
Use the correct mathematical
vocabulary
Use scientific vocabulary

Art & Design







Painting – mix colours, match and predict
outcomes
Mix own brown and tints
use annotations in sketch book
Create tones and texture
Printing – fractions and senses
Say how artists have used colour – Klimt forests

Design & Technology
Build structures, exploring how to make
stronger, stiffer and more stable
Making trees and animal shelters

Fractions
nce of e.g.
2/4 = 1/2

add/subtract simple sums of less
than £1 or in pounds
me to the nearest 5 minutes
-d & 3-d shapes
-d shapes on 3-d
surfaces

numbers

to 100)

Maths link

objects
movement

Science
Amazing us
Our senses
How we change
Balancing lunch boxes and food
Weather
Symbols
Changing weather patterns
Shadow surprises
Rainfall
Weather stations – wind and thermometers

Geography


Fieldwork and observational skills – label a sketch or
photograph using geographical skills and vocabulary
 Find out about a different weather and symbols
 Ask questions and say what they like
- Describe some human and physical features of their own and
other locations
Explain how jobs and people differ in different locations



Climate zones

Data
pictograms

Music

Use symbols to represent sounds
Make connections between notations and musical sounds
Perform simple patterns and accompaniments keeping a steady pulse

Sing/clap a pulse increasing or decreasing in tempo
Perform
Traditional English songs
Choral speaking opportunities
Sing and follow a melody

Sing accurately at a given pitch
Listen out for particular things when listening to music
Order sounds to create a beginning, middle and end

questions

bols
multiplication

Pictures and text
E-safety
Re-visiting familiar websites
Computer games



Mathematics
Geometry & Measures






Using drawing to help ideas and imagination

Clay – coiling and sculpting
Describe design on detailed sketch

Number/Calculation

Computing

totalling



History
Events beyond living memory
Guy Fawkes – Gunpowder, treason and plot
Remembrance – 100 Anniversary of WW1
Thanksgiving – USA
Historical figures – Beatrix Potter


Physical

Education

Master basic movement, e.g. running, jumping,
throwing, catching, balance, agility and co-ordination

Gymnastics – roles, turns, jumps
 Balance, agility and co-ordination

Create music in response to different starting points

Religious

What does it mean to belong?

Education

B1.
Ask and respond to questions about what individuals and
communities do, and why, so that pupils can identify
what difference belonging to a community might make.
Notice and respond sensitively to some similarities
between different religions and worldviews.
Find out about and respond with ideas to examples of cooperation between people who are different.

